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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My name is Sarah, and I am one of two Nurse Navigators working with Lourdes Family Practice and Lourdes Internal Medicine & Primary Care clinics. This role was established in about 2019 as part of our Practice Transformation efforts. Our nurse navigators help to meet the metrics for post ER visit and Hospital Discharge contact and follow-up. 



TRACKING ER VISITS 
AND HOSPITALIZATIONS

PRESENTATION TITLE 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Many facilities will push ER and hospital records for our patients to our EMR if they know who the patients PCP is. As you can imagine, this is hit or miss at best as it relies on too many pieces to fit into place. Patient has to remember their docs name, be alert enough to inform hospital of their docs name, the hospital registration needs to accurately input the name etc etc. In order to get a more accurate and organized list we use PointClickCare, previously known as Collective Medical. Once a month, our brilliant data analyst pulls a report from our EMR of all patients empaneled to one of our primary care providers who has also had an appointment within the last 3 years. We upload this list to PointClickCare, and they search for our patients to hit the ER or be admitted to hospitals all over the country! We worked with PCC staff to customize a dashboard that would be most useful to us, as well as daily reports we can use to track ER and hospital use. 



COHORTS

PRESENTATION TITLE 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the first things I do every morning is log-in to PointClickCare. This is the screen that comes up for me. It gives me an “at-a-glance” look at the activity of our patients. I can click on any one of these rows and it opens up a list of patients. You can see here, our patients with 3 or more ER visits in the last 3 months has increased – we have more patients bouncing back to the Emergency Department. It’s a good way to get a quick peek at trends for our population. I usually glance at this, then click on the scheduled reports tab. 



SCHEDULED 
REPORTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where I get the majority of my information from PCC. This is a custom daily report that we worked with PCC staff to create. As mentioned before, we get two reports daily, one of admissions/discharges from Inpatient status and one of admissions/discharges from the emergency department. Each morning we pull the prior days numbers. 



INPATIENT/OBSERVATION

PRESENTATION TITLE 5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each report looks something like this. I’ve blocked out patient names/birthdays and medical record numbers so just imagine those are the left 4 columns. This report clearly shows which clinic the patient is established with, which hospital/facility they were seen in, admit date/time, discharge date/time, reason for visit, how many ER visits they’ve had in the last 12 months, how many inpatient visits in the last 12 months and they even stratify patients for how high of a readmission risk they are. This daily list gets added to what we lovingly refer to as our “master roster”



MASTER ROSTER

6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(Change screens to master list)There are two nurse navigators for Lourdes, and we both need to be able to work on these lists at the same time, so we use excel in sharepoint. As you can see, we have many more columns in our master roster, and if you don’t know what you’re looking at it might get confusing. We track everything! This has evolved over the last almost 4 years that I have been here to include a lot of information. So this is where we add the data from collective medical, and then we fill in the blanks. We confirm PCP, track the last visit, what primary insurance is listed, if they are part of our Value-based medicare contract. We also find the ESI/triage score for ER visits. This gives us essentially a work list and a way to track progress.  Our patients consistently have :>400 ER visits/month and I have no idea how we would be able to track/trend/follow up on this without collective medical and excel. This is valuable data! 



TCM VS ER FOLLOW UP WORKFLOWS

TCM

Call 1st and 2nd business day after DC

Schedule within 7-14 days of DC – depending 
on risk level/complexity/availability of appts

Pull records, summarize hospital visit, update 
med rec

ER

Triage who gets calls

First contact attempt within 7 days of DC

Schedule appropriate ER follow up if needed
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